This paper further examines an individual-based model of a spatially distributed predator prey population that demonstrates strong spatial structuring in contrast with predictions from its representative analytic formulation. Examination of a small, localized population reveals that extinctions due to demographic stochasticity dominate the dynamics. Local extinction dynamics produce wave pulses and the interactions of these wave pulses constitute global dynamics. The results motivate a population-level cell-based model with each cell representing a local population and parameterized by local extinction probabilities, rather than individual-based interaction rates. A detailed comparison of spatiotemporal plots from the two modelling frameworks shows that the population-level model captures the broad range of dynamics exhibited by the individual-based model. The agreement between these two complementary theoretical frameworks, one formulated at the level of individuals, the other at the level of populations, provides a mechanistic understanding of the dynamics.
INTRODUCTION
Over 70 years ago, Lotka (1925) outlined two theoretical approaches for population biologists. The first and primary approach was the modelling of population dynamics through differential equations involving the densities of average individuals. This approach has notable success stories, ranging from the dynamics of infectious diseases (Kermack and McKendrick, 1927; Murray, 1989) to single species population dynamics (Gause, 1932; Gurney et al., 1980) . Lotka devoted only a few paragraphs to the second approach: the actual derivation of population dynamics from individual dynamics. Lotka presaged computer simulations by envisioning population biologists huddling over a habitat map playing an ecological game with model organisms, thus gaining insight into the dynamics of populations.
Establishing the connection between the approaches poses the greatest theoretical challenge. Given a set of well-defined interactions between real or imagined organisms, what is the appropriate population-level model? Alone, both approaches leave much to be desired. The density approach either includes too few organismal details to make specific predictions or is too complex to be solved. Likewise, biologically detailed individual-based simulations often have too many unconstrained parameters and produce so much output that clear ecological understanding is difficult.
This paper connects the two levels, individual and population, by producing models posed at the two levels and comparing their respective output. Basic principles of predator prey biology described by an ordinary differential equation model motivated the rules that define the individual-based model (IBM) used here (de Roos, et al., 1991; McCauley et al., 1993) . Spatially heterogeneous perturbations about the equilibria of the partial differential equations, obtained by adding simple diffusion to the ODEs, show that spatially homogeneous oscillations dominate the spatiotemporal dynamics (Okubo, 1980) . However, the IBM with low individual mobility demonstrates strong spatial structuring with a marked spatial scale (de Roos, et al., 1991) . Since the simulation defines the theoretical ecological system, its emergent dynamics are inherently correct. The goal is to use theoretical intuition and trial-and-error to construct a population level model with two features: a vastly reduced number of variables and an accurate reproduction of the emergent dynamics. For example, simple prey predator ordinary differential equations have only two variables, prey and predator densities, summarizing the highly dimensional space of variables defined by potentially thousands of individuals organisms (Metz and de Roos, 1992) . Subject to one's confidence level, predicting or reproducing the emergent dynamics of interacting individuals using population-level concepts, such as density-dependence or covariance, demonstrates a mechanistic understanding.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The first section describes the rules and interactions constituting the individual-based model (IBM) of predators and prey (de Roos et al., 1991) . The second section illustrates the strong spatial structuring, with apparent oscillatory dynamics at a local scale and statistically stable global dynamics. However, a comparison of the IBM's homogeneous limit on large and small lattices, the latter an approximation to low mobility local dynamics, reveals that extinction dynamics caused by demographic stochasticity (May, 1974) dominate local regions (Chesson, 1978 (Chesson, , 1981 . The third section presents a population-level model of cells with discrete states that reduces the complexity of the IBM and encapsulates its dynamics. Each cell represents a local population, in the spirit of Maynard Smith's (1974) model, with internal dynamics parameterized by extinction probabilities rather than individual growth and mortality rates. Cells interact with nearest-neighbor and next-nearest-neighbor cells through dispersal probabilities. The fourth section presents a detailed comparison of the IBM and CBM results for a one-dimensional system. The emergent dynamics from a variety of changes in individual-based properties demonstrate a broad range of spatiotemporal patterns successfully reproduced by the CBM.
INDIVIDUAL-BASED MODEL (IBM)
Individual-based simulations that track thousands of discrete individuals in space enable studying the exact dynamics, barring programming errors, of the given model system (de Roos et al., 1991; McCauley et al., 1993) . In contrast to differential equation models, IBMs require explicit programming assumptions for every possible detailed event experienced by an individual. These assumptions include choices as arcane as the order of events within the main program loop, yet have profound influences on the simulation results . This section addresses these assumptions and describes the individual interactions.
A square lattice of cells approximate continuous space, with each cell (or site) holding at most one prey and predator and neighboured by four other cells. As specified below, boundary conditions applied at the lattice's edges are either reflecting, periodic, or absorbing. Discrete time steps, or simulation steps, approximate continuous time, with each time step representing a single update of all lattice sites. Too large of a time step can produce spurious results, as in numerical integration of differential equations , but a concurrent implementation of interactions, for example during a time step dying predators have full opportunity to attack prey and reproduce, mitigates these artifacts . The time step also defines the unit time, so that the terms interaction rate and event probability within a time step are used synonymously.
Prey reproduction. Every time step each prey has a probability r of reproducing. Single prey and predator occupancy requires placement of the offspring prey into a randomly selected nearest neighbor of its parent's cell. If a prey already occupies the selected cell, then the algorithm aborts the offspring. Given V prey placed randomly on a lattice of K cells (without multiple occupancy), this rule leads to a growth rate (per cell per time step) of r(VÂK)(1&VÂK).
Predation. A predator has a foraging status of either searching or sated. If a prey and a searching predator are in the same call, the predator attacks the prey with probability a. The predator then handles the prey for T h simulation steps during which the predator does not attack prey. These rules correspond to a Type II functional response. The total time devoted to a single prey is the sum of the handling and searching times, T=T h +T s , where the search time T s is the inverse of the rate of successful searches, a(VÂK). Thus, the prey removal rate, on a per cell basis, is (1ÂT )(PÂK), where P is the number of predators.
Predator reproduction. A successful predator produces an offspring with probability e concurrent with entering the sated state. Starting from its parent's cell, an offspring takes a step to a randomly chosen nearest neighbor cell. The offspring occupies that cell if no predator is present, but takes another step if the cell has a predator. Offspring remaining unplaced after 10 steps are aborted. Ignoring the density dependence introduced by aborted predator offspring, the predator growth rate is (eÂT )(PÂK).
Predator mortality. Each predator has a probability d p of dying each time step giving a predator removal rate of d p (PÂK). Neither lack of prey (i.e., starvation) or high predator density (i.e., interspecific competition) affect mortality rates.
The base parameter set mentioned below uses values for the prey growth rate r=0.25, occupancy per cell K=1, attack rate a=1.0, handling time T h =3, conversion efficiency e=0.5, and predator death rate d p =0.04. The deterministic mean-field approximation of the rules described above (assuming rapid, homogeneous mixing of the populations) is
where V and P are prey and predator number densities per cell. This ignores the predator density dependence in the numerical response due to incomplete predator offspring placement. These model equations have one nontrivial fixed point with nonzero prey and predator population densities, and for the base parameter set this fixed point's stability changes from locally stable for d p r >0.09 to locally unstable with a limit cycle of increasing amplitude for lower predator death rates (Nisbet and Gurney, 1982; McCauley et al., 1993) . McCauley et al. (1993) tested similar equations against a simulation implementing the above rules with rapid mixing of prey and predator populations and found good agreement. These equations, and their solutions, would thus appear to represent a benchmark for understanding the IBM results.
Mobility. Prey and predator individuals have the simple movement behavior of random walking on the lattice. Each individual moves to a randomly chosen nearest neighbor cell every time step for mobility D=1, but remains in its original cell when either there is an individual present at the new cell, even if that individual moves elsewhere, or another individual chooses to move to the same empty cell. The algorithm repeats this procedure D times for higher mobilities. Runs presented here use prey and predator mobilities D=4, unless otherwise mentioned. et al. (1993) displayed snapshots of prey and predator distributions on two-dimensional lattices for a variety of prey and predator mobilities using a similar algorithm. An alternative presentation, the preỳ`x t plots'' shown in Fig. 1 , highlights the spatiotemporal dynamics by letting one of two dimensions on paper represent time (Wilson et al., 1995) . The simulation begins with a small prey and predator population in the center of the lattice (the top line), and the populations colonize the lattice's empty regions evidenced by the downward (forward in time) and leftward or rightward (outward in space) sloping bands. Low mobility (D=1, Fig. 1a ) results in patchy population distributions, observed at any instant in time by the variation in prey density along a line drawn horizontally through the image. Local regions display oscillatory dynamics, observed at any point in space by the variation in prey density along a line drawn vertically through the image. The spatial variation indicates short range correlations, and the global prey and predator populations (measured over the entire lattice) demonstrate statistical stabilization (de Roos, et al., 1991) . An increase in mobility increases the correlation length until it reaches the system size and the entire lattice behaves as a single region. High mobility (D=4, Fig. 1b ) results in lattice-wide oscillations reminiscent of the limit cycle oscillations of the homogeneously mixed system represented by Eq. (1). The above low mobility results produce the mental picture of distinct correlated regions or Crowley's (1981) hypercells, interacting with one another, and begs an understanding of the dynamics of an isolated region. Fig. 2b . The axes plot prey and predator densities against one another and points at successive times mark the system's temporal evolution. Dynamics of the large system demonstrate the differential equation model's dynamics: attraction to a limit cycle whether started near the unstable equilibrium or the empty state. However, because an individual's mobility dictates the individual's lifetime range, it also limits interactions to only those individuals contained within this range . It seems reasonable that within a lifetime range the populations are relatively well mixed; hence the behavior of a mixed system on a small lattice should approximate local dynamics in isolation from other correlated regions. Figure 2b shows that populations that start either near the unstable fixed point or slightly displaced from the empty state go extinct. The time evolution of a trajectory starting near the empty state is rapidly increasing prey population followed by a burst of predators, extinction of prey, and subsequent extinction of predators. This small system closely corresponds to a birth death model with density-dependent transition probabilities (Nisbet and Gurney, 1982; Renshaw, 1991) and inherent demographic stochasticity (May, 1974) for the following reasons. First, system states are discrete, taking on integral population numbers of up to 256 prey and predators. Second, the uniform redistribution of prey and predators over the cells ensures the appropriate density dependent interactions that dictate transitions from one state to another. Third, each cell's interactions increment or decrement the populations accordingly. The only approximation to a birth death model is that redistribution occurs after interactions have taken place in all 256 cells. Thus, the observed change in model behavior as the system becomes small is a well-studied result (Chesson, 1978 (Chesson, , 1981 Gurney and Nisbet, 1978) and represents the difference between the dynamics of the average individual (mean-field approximation) and the average of individual dynamics. A master equation approach is one way to perform the nonlinear averaging analytically (Huang, 1987) and has been used recently in a variety of research areas involving interacting entities, including chemical reaction kinetics (Clement et al., 1989; Balding and Green, 1989 ) and lattice gas hydrodynamics (Frisch et al., 1987) . Various studies in population biology also implemented analytic approaches (Nisbet and Gurney, 1982; Matsuda et al., 1992; Durrett and Levin, 1994) . These analytic treatments often present important dynamical consequences beyond mean field theory. Rather than repeat these extensive calculations for the specific model system presented here, the focus is directed on the extinction dynamics as the motivation for a population-level model.
GENERAL IBM RESULTS

McCauley
POPULATION-LEVEL CELL-BASED MODEL (CBM)
The previous section argued that low individual mobility results in small interaction regions, constituting only hundreds of individuals, where demographic stochasticity plays an important role. The result is a strongly absorbing empty state, similar to a threshold model (Murray, 1989) , that generates wave pulses propagating through the system as detailed IBM results show below. Interactions of these wave pulses motivate the population-level cell-based model (CBM) described in this section. The CBM is similar to Maynard Smith's (1974) predator prey model, designed to interpret Huffaker's interacting patch experiments (Huffaker, 1958) . His model encapsulated wave pulse dynamics: a detailed examination by Zeigler (1977) revealed traveling wave pulses in plane wave diagrams (Zeigler's Figs. 9 and 10) .
The CBM presented here is a one-dimensional model (extendible to higher dimensions) having an eight-state variable _ i at each cell i. Each cell represents a local region of fixed spatial extent containing a population displaying extinction dynamics influenced by neighboring cells. Primary cell states are (Fig. 3a) empty (E), prey only (H), mixed prey and predators (M), and predators only (P) . Given appropriate inoculations by neighboring cells, a local region usually follows the above transitions terminating at the empty state E. However, a cell occasionally avoids the empty state and makes additional orbits in the phase plane. Four``refractory'' states (Fig. 3b) , R 1 through R 4 , make up these orbits: R 1 represents mostly predators with a few prey, R 2 represents very low prey and predator densities, R 3 is analogous to H state, with small but increasing predator number, and R 4 is analogous to the M state.
Two population level parameters, # and $, the rates of entering second and further orbits, respectively, control within-cell transitions (Fig. 3c) . Unlike the individual growth and mortality rates of differential equation modelling, these parameters have no individual-scale meaning. Four additional parameters control cell interactions (Fig. 3d) . Two of these, the prey and predator colonization parameters : and ;, are Maynard Smith's cell model parameters for patch dynamics. The other two, enhanced prey and predator movement parameters, = H and = P , incorporate the effects of higher mobility.
A brief description of the cell transitions follows. (The Appendix provides the C code implementing these rules.) These transitions imply that the spatial configuration of cell states``EHMPE'' and``EPMHE'' represent leftward and rightward travelling waves, respectively, that are spatially displaced one cell each time step (for example,``EEHMPE'' Ä``EHMPEE''). A cell in state E changes to state H with prey colonization probability : if there are prey in a nearest neighbor cell or with enhanced prey movement probability = H if there are prey in a next-nearest neighbor cell. If this transition occurs, two secondary transitions are possible: with enhanced predator movement probability = P the cell state becomes M if at the leading edge of a wave front (for example, _ i+1 =H and _ i+2 =M), or R 1 if between two oncoming wave fronts. A cell in state H becomes M with predator colonization probability ; if a nearest-neighbor cell is predator-occupied or with enhanced predator movement probability = P if a next-nearest-neighbor cell is predatoroccupied. The mixed state M generally becomes P, except with probability # it becomes R 1 , or it stays M if a nearest neighbor cell is in state R 3 or R 4 . A cell in state P becomes empty (E), except it will become R 1 if a nearestneighbor cell is in state H. The transitions R 1 Ä R 2 Ä R 3 Ä R 4 are all automatic. A cell in state R 4 becomes R 1 with refiring probability $, otherwise the cycle decays into state P.
This paper sometimes refer to the parameters # and $ as the source generation and refiring probabilities, respectively, because a travelling wave leaves behind a cell in state R 1 with probability # as it passes each cell. This cell acts as a source emitting a pair of outward moving travelling waves after every cycle through the refractory states.
Ideally one would derive an analytic relationship that connects and constrains the population-level parameters in terms of the individual-level parameters: [#, $, :, ;, = H , = P ]=F(r, a, T h , e, d p , D), where F represents the derived vector function for the specific individual-based and population-based rules outlined above. In equilibrium statistical physics, this procedure forms the conceptual foundation of``renormalization'' (Huang, 1987; Wilson, 1983) . Obtaining even an approximate relationship between IBM and CBM parameters, generally a more difficult spatially variant nonequilibrium problem, is likely to be nontrivial.
In place of an analytic relationship between the IBM and CBM parameters, Fig. 4 attempts to demonstrate the numerical dependence of predator. Each data point is calculated from 28,000 runs for L=16 and 15,000 runs for L=20 and 24. (a) Increasing individual mobility decreases the probability of the population surviving each cycle. (b) Increasing the predator death rate, with homogeneous mixing, increases the likelihood of the population to display repeated cycles. This dependence reflects the increasing equilibrium prey density and decreased limit cycle radius indicated by the representative model equations. Parameter values drop at the largest death rates due to poor resolution of individual cycles in the measurement algorithm. Both panels illustrate a sensitivity to lattice size, and the difference between # and $ indicates a sensitivity to initial population distribution.
the CBM parameters $ and # on the IBM parameters, with an additional dependence on the lattice size. Each data point uses thousands of simulation runs, each initialized with uniformly distributed populations. Within a run, predator numbers quickly rise, driving prey numbers very low, and # is the fraction of all runs where the prey avoid extinction at the first low point. The heterogeneous population distribution remaining after the first cycle starts the second, and $ is the fraction of these remaining runs with prey escaping extinction at the next low point. Figure 4a demonstrates a decrease in # and $ with increasing mobility. Figure 4b shows an increase in # and $ with increasing predator death rate and homogeneous mixing of individuals, reflecting the increasing equilibrium prey density and the decreasing radius of the limit cycle about the equilibrium prey and predator densities. At low death rates the population time series display high peaks and low troughs and individual cycles are distinct. However, for high death rates the peaks lower and the troughs raise, making such a distinction difficult in a measurement algorithm. Thus, the measured values of $ and # drop for the largest death rates due only to poor resolution of individual cycles; most runs persist over repeated oscillations. Both figures illustrate the sensitivity of the computations on the lattice size and display slight differences between $ and #, indicating an initial distribution dependence. These dependencies prevent us from determining the CBM parameters, given a set of IBM parameters, and at this point we must be satisfied with parameters determined from``visual data fitting.''
COMPARISON OF IBM RESULTS AND CBM RESULTS
This section examines whether the proposed population-level CBM encapsulates the broad range of IBM dynamics. The comparison is difficult because, first, population-level parameters are unconnected to individuallevel parameters, and second, there is so much spatially explicit simulation data. What represents a meaningful comparison of output from two stochastic simulations? Although moments of individual distributions averaged over arbitrary spatial or temporal scales allow placement of numerical bounds on similarity, it is difficult to imagine a small set of such numbers adequately describing the spatiotemporal data presented below. In contrast, directly comparing xt pictures generated from the two modelling framework considers all relevant spatiotemporal correlations, but provides no comparative numerical measures. This paper uses the more complete, nonnumerical comparison. Of course, in either case a favorable comparison is only proof by similarity: just as a model's assumptions are not proven by agreement with time series data, the proposed CBM IBM connection is not proven by simple comparison.
The following prey xt pictures present IBM and CBM results for various parameter combinations. Spatial complexity of the IBM has been reduced by using a strip of length L=2048 and narrow width W=8 to approximate a one-dimensional system. The narrow dimension has reflecting boundaries while the ends are absorbing. Prey and predators initially occupy the middle third of the lattice, and the simulations run for 4000 time steps. Individual prey and predators have a mobility of D=4 unless otherwise stated. IBM xt pictures display a dark pixel if one or more of four consecutive cells in the displayed row is prey occupied, and every eighth time step is display vertically. CBM runs use a single row of 100 cells updated for 120 time steps with absorbing end cells fixed in state E. In these comparisons, then, a single CBM cell represents an average of 160 IBM sites, and over 30 IBM time steps collapse into a single CBM update. This represents a vast reduction in complexity needed to generate the population dynamics. Initial conditions are outward expanding traveling wave pulses set at the one-third and two-thirds locations. The CBM base parameter set is :=1.0, ;=1.0, #=0.1, $=0.0, = H =0.0, and = P =0.0. Dark cells are those in the``high density'' prey states, H, M, R 3 , and R 4 .
Predator death rateÂSource generation rate. Figure 5 compares an increasing predator death rate in the IBM (Figs. 5a d) to an increasing source generation rate in the CBM (Figs. 5e h) based on the results of Fig. 4a . Traveling wave pulses (i.e., the dark lines sloping right or left), which meet and annihilate one another, dominate the lowest death rate image (Fig. 5a ). New pulses arise when prey slip through an oncoming predator wave, for example, the leftward moving pulse arising from the initially occupied region of Fig. 5a soon produced a rightward moving side branch. An example of annihilation is seen when this new wave pulse meets another directly below the initially occupied region. At any instant the spatial distribution is a set of discrete, local populations separated by a wide range of spatial scales void of prey and predators (not shown), and an increased death rate shrinks the spatial scale separating the discrete populations. Increasing the source generation rate # while keeping the other parameters at their base values in the CBM reproduces these figures reasonably well. The parameter $ has been set to zero for two reasons: first to show its lesser importance, and second to allow these figures to serve as a control to demonstrate the parameter's role in CBM dynamics.
Prey and predator mobilityÂSource generation rate. Figures 6a d examine the effects of increasing prey and predator mobilities in the IBM. Shallow slopes for higher mobilities indicate the pulse speed increases with increased individual mobility. Prey leakage through the predator onslaught is rare (per unit distance) at higher mobility, but when it happens a leakage site acts as sources of many new waves (i.e., long-lived sources). Although the prey distributions at high mobility appear as distinct pulses, predators survive from previous wave pulses and are overrun by subsequent prey fronts (not shown). In making the CBM model comparison, several parameters must be used. First, increasing individual mobility requires increasing the enhanced mobility parameters = H and = P . Next, as observed in Figs. 6a d, increasing mobility decreases the likelihood of prey leakage, requiring a decrease in the CBM parameter #. Figure 4b suggests that the extinction probabilities on the first and second cycles should be effectively identical, meaning that $ should likewise decrease. However, to reproduce the IBM feature of a source producing many new wave pulses requires $ to be increased. Thus the results of Fig. 4 , obtained for homogeneous initial conditions, provide poor approximations for the parameters # and $ relevant for steady state wave pulse configurations. Figure 6 demonstrates reasonable agreement between IBM and CBM pictures. A major inadequacy of the CBM is that Fig. 6d 's nearly horizontal dark bands indicate a high prey front speed in the IBM. The CBM front speed increases only by increasing enhanced movement rates = H and = P , and has a limiting speed of two cells per time step. Incorporating higher front speeds requires the inoculation of more distant cells.
Predator mobilityÂEnhanced predator movement. Predator mobility increased to much larger values than the prey mobility, Figs. 7a d, replace traveling wave pulses in the IBM with small scale spatial and temporal patchiness. This arises because predators both break through from behind and survive from the previous traveling wave pulse to intercept an advancing prey front (not shown). The result is stable dynamics over global spatial scales, but with prey extinction occurring over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales (Fig. 7d) . The CBM reproduces these dynamics through the increase of the enhanced predator movement parameter = P and a decrease in the source generation parameter #. The final picture is a deterministic implementation of the CBM with #=0 and = P =1, producing a pattern reminiscent of the Sierpinski gasket (Wolfram, 1983) .
The above comparisons use only four of the six CBM parameters. The additional two parameters are those of the Maynard Smith (1974) model for metapopulations (Crowley, 1981; Comins et al., 1992) . A connection to that model motivates further comparisons by implementing a partitioned habitat within the IBM by dividing the 2048_8 lattice into 128 linearly arranged 16_8 compartments and allowing individuals at a compartment's edge to step into the neighboring compartment with mixing probabilities + V and + P . When these probabilities are zero, the compartments are completely independent with all interactions, including reproduction, occurring within a compartment, and when they are one, the compartment boundaries are nonexistent for movement. Figure 5c is the + V =+ P =1 control for all examples discussed below, except the reproduction is confined entirely within a compartment. No significant effect is observed due to this latter restriction. A rough calculation for a mixing rate of 0.01, assuming an average density of 0.25 individuals per site, 8 sites defining the boundary of two compartments, and an individual mobility of D=4 with one-fourth of the steps choosing the boundary direction, translates into 0.01_0.25_ 8_4_0.25=0.02 successful steps per time step. This is roughly one successful step during the homogeneous model's period for the base parameter set. Interesting dynamics should occur near this value for populations that survive for only one cycle in a compartment: each compartment's population must spawn at least one new population during its brief existence for global persistence.
Prey and predator mixingÂPrey and predator colonization. Figures 8a d demonstrate the effect of increasing the compartment mixing rates for both prey and predators in the IBM. Low mixing rates affect prey dynamics only by slowing the front propagation speed, but they more strongly affect predator dynamics because a predator patch almost always suffers extinction after the cycle following colonization. Predator persistence requires each predator patch to spawn a new one during this cycle, but predators only colonize the nearest-neighbor compartment and colonization demands prior prey colonization. Hence, global predator densities become extremely variable at low mixing rates and global predator extinction becomes more likely. Slightly larger mixing rates essentially recover the fully mixed system (compare Fig. 8d , having + V =+ P =0.03, with Fig. 5c , having + V =+ P =1). Figures 8e h demonstrate the effect of increasing the prey and predator colonization probabilities : and ; in the CBM. A good match requires prey colonization set higher than predator colonization because prey patches without predators in the IBM have every site filled with a prey, whereas predator patches have relatively low predator densities. This population imbalance results in a higher realized prey mixing rate.
Prey mixingÂPrey colonization. Figures 9a d increase the prey mixing rate in the IBM from +=0 while allowing predators free access to neighboring compartments. A low mixing rate, Fig. 9a , results in a branching structure in which old branches produce new ones at randomly located nodes and these terminate after some lifetime. Figure 9a looks like an excised portion of Fig. 9c , with branches connecting nodes randomly cut. Thus one interpretation is that an increased prey mixing rate increases the branch lifetime, allowing branches to connect and fill in the image. Again, a match with Fig. 5c is found for higher prey colonization rates. These IBM images are reproduced in the CBM by increasing the prey colonization probability :. Low CBM prey colonization rates produce similar dendritic structures (Figs. 9e h) by patches becoming extinct of prey before initiating prey in a neighboring patch. The CBM has one significant problem: low prey colonization rates produce many P Ä R 1 transitions that occur when a neighbor cell is in state H, and in turn, produce a higher source density. The CBM includes this transition to remove the long-lived cell configurations``HP'', generated with increasing frequency at low prey colonization rates. Thus the explicit source generation rate has been set to #=0 for low prey colonization rates to better match the IBM images. 
DISCUSSION
The individual based model incorporates three realistic features of spatially distributed populations: limited individual mobility, localized interactions, and competition for space. The result is that populations within small spatial regions, consisting of relatively few individuals, display extinction dynamics. These dynamics contrast with the mean-field limit in which all individuals experience a globally averaged environment. Such dynamical changes are well-known (Chesson, 1978 (Chesson, , 1981 . However, this paper demonstrated that a population-level cell-based model motivated by local extinction dynamics can reproduce a broad range of IBM spatiotemporal dynamics. The CBM is a relatively general framework that covers a broad range of individual scale models. For example, IBMs with Lotka Volterra rules demonstrate dynamics similar to the CBM dynamics. Preliminary examinations of Lotka Volterra IBMs with densitydependent prey growth (analytically stable dynamics) and of host-parasitoid simulations also display CBM-like dynamics (Wilson, unpublished) .
Making this change in perspective, from the individual to the population, does two things for ecologists. First, it reduces the``complexity'' of the system and allows one to think in terms of interacting populations instead of interacting individuals. Second, having a successful population-level model specifies the population-level concepts that dictate system dynamics. These two features serve the same purpose as thermodynamics does for a bottle of molecules; temperature and pressure have no underlying microscopic meaning but represent useful macroscopic descriptions of large numbers of interacting particles. Likewise, extinction probabilities introduced in the CBM are population-level quantities with no real meaning to an individual prey or predator, yet usefully parameterize the system dynamics.
Population-level concepts open a new route for empirical measurements. Instead of measuring individual-scale parameters such as prey growth and predator mortality rates and hoping to relate these to global population stability, measurements might also focus on local-population-scale rates such as # and $. Understanding global stability is then a two-part problem; how do individual-scale rates affect local population parameters; and what implications do local population parameters have for global stability? The one-part problem, how do individual-scale rates placed into assumed population density models affect global stability, might be too large a step. Indeed, existing literature already provides tantalizing indications that the population-level concepts discussed above could be useful. Experiments by Huffaker (1958) and Luckinbill (1973 Luckinbill ( , 1974 both demonstrate small laboratory populations with high tendencies for extinction. Huffaker reduced the likelihood of extinction by increasing the size of the habitat, here represented by the change from Fig. 2b to Fig. 2a . Luckinbill decreased individual mobility by adding methyl cellulose, here represented by decreasing mobility in Fig. 4b .
One caveat on the CBM parameters # and $ results from the comparisons in Figs. 5 and 6. These parameters did not follow the anticipated relationships if interpreted as extinction probabilities, and # might be better interpreted as the probability for prey to leak through an advancing predator front under steady state travelling wave pulse conditions, and $, as the probability for the source initiated by these leaked-prey to survive repeated cycles.
One goal of this paper was to understand the dynamics for low individual mobility pictured in Fig. 1a . This case represents the effect of local extinction dynamics on a two-dimensional lattice. It is the high mobility dynamics of Fig. 1b , presumably agreeing with mean field dynamics, that are more complicated. Here finite size effects occurred when the wave pulse width reached the lattice size, and they have important consequences by preventing the eruption of the wave pulse. This effectively forces homogeneously mixed dynamics to appear.
The work presented here is limited from both mathematical and biological perspectives. A mathematical connection between the IBM model and the CBM model has not been presented. Given the level of mathematical sophistication required to obtain such connections for much simpler models of interacting particle systems (Durrett, 1988) , an explicit connection would likely be difficult. From a biological perspective, many important interactions such as starvation, mate search, and evolutionary processes have been ignored. Predator starvation will probably not change the results dramatically, but the other interactions could have important consequences. Dispersal behaviors are particularly important. For example, globally dispersed predator offspring yields stable patch formation (McCauley et al., in press ). General dispersal behaviors for all prey and predator stages in the IBM can be described by coupled integrodifferential equations that can be approached through spatial stability analysis. The range of resulting spatiotemporal dynamics is particularly broad (Wilson, in preparation) .
APPENDIX
This appendix presents the C code that implements the cell transition rules described in the text. The variable cell refers to the cell under question, and the variables cellLL, cellL, cellR, and cellRR refer to nearest neighbor and next-nearest neighbor cells on the left and right of cell. Each cell's new state is determined from the previous time step's cell 
